ACROSS
1. One kind of IRA
3. Health insurance system with a Part A and a Part B
8. Microbes
10. Get money back
11. Zodiac Sign
13. Dieter's concern, abbreviation
14. Reduce personnel
15. Costs
20. Check over
21. Life insurance coverage document which provides for a set period of time (2-words)
24. A Law and Order version
27. Administrative branch
28. Major insurance company rating service
29. Nurse, abbr.
31. Company contribution to an employee's IRA
34. Health problem that many health care providers are working to prevent
35. Period just before
36. Outdated
38. Legal action which may become a precedent for similar suits (2-words)
39. Agenda
41. CRN # for this course

DOWN
1. Manage through legislation and rules
2. Federal bail-out money
4. French currency
5. Commit to an expense
6. Direction needed to many employees on their investments
7. Makes
9. Declines (sound like poverty stricken residential area)
12. Gentle alien in film
16. _______ League school
17. And so on, abbr.
18. Calculates proportionately (2-words)
19. Kind of shot
22. Completed
23. Report that contains a snapshot of insurance carrier ratings, assets and reserves and is very
25. Refusal of coverage
26. Continue in employment (2-words)
30. Affirmatives
31. Fulfilled
32. 5th is one
33. Ad _______ committee
37. Venue for "The Apprentice"